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Team performance measurement is a critical and frequently overlooked component of an effective simulation-based training system designed to build teamwork competencies. Quality team performance measurement is essential for systematically diagnosing team performance and subsequently making decisions concerning feedback and remediation. However, the complexities of team performance pose a challenge to effectively measuring team performance. This article synthesizes the scientific literature on this topic and provides a set of best practices for designing and implementing team performance measurement systems in simulation-based training.
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Training is one of the most flexible and adaptive means for improving performance in organizations.1 As such, training has been one of the main thrusts in the drive to increase safety in healthcare systems.2 Specifically, the use of simulation-based training (SBT) to train teamwork skills holds promise as a powerful method to increase safety and effectiveness in healthcare.3–7 However, to maximize learning in SBT, a systematic and scientific approach must be taken to the development of learning experiences. This is true in general, and especially for training the complexities of teamwork.

Team performance measurement is central to a scientifically rooted approach to SBT for training teamwork skills.8,9 When executed correctly, team performance measurement provides a systematic means for determining the causes of effective and ineffective performance, providing feedback to correct deficiencies in the individual and team competencies targeted for training, and making decisions about what future training is necessary for the team as a whole or for specific individuals.10–12 Simulation-based team training without team performance measurement results in unguided practice for teams, which limits the effectiveness of time and resources spent training. Feedback and remediation are necessary for developing the teamwork skills critical to patient safety and team performance measurement is the foundation upon which these rest.

This article provides a set of best practices for developing team performance measures for the purpose of training teamwork skills in healthcare. These best practices are developed from a review of the theoretical, empirical, and practice-based literature concerning team training, SBT, and team performance measurement.10,13–16 These best practices are not drawn solely from the work done in healthcare; they are drawn from the broader sample of communities and domains applying SBT to train teamwork. This broader knowledge base is presented in the form of best practices for healthcare. Furthermore, we hope this article will facilitate the development of standards for team performance measurement in SBT for healthcare. Before presenting these best practices, we first outline the need for team training and SBT in healthcare, show the importance of team performance measurement to achieving the goals of SBT for teams, and highlight some of the challenges to effective team performance measurement in SBT.

Why is Teamwork, Team Training and SBT Needed in Healthcare?

Teamwork is central to safety in healthcare as it is often the interactions of healthcare workers that produces effective or ineffective performance.17,18 Healthcare is an inherently multidisciplinary task where the effectiveness of patient care relies on the interaction of individuals from highly diverse backgrounds in terms of expertise, training, and experience.19,20 Based on a hospital’s historical census and acuity data, a trauma team may consist of several nurses, allied health professionals, a surgeon, an emergency room doctor, and several specialist physicians. All of these individuals have received extensive training in their respective disciplines, but have generally not received formalized training on how to
interact with one another. These heterogeneous teams often function in an environment characterized by high stress, high stakes outcomes, and time pressure. In this context, effective teamwork can serve as a barrier (ideally one of many) to diagnostic and treatment errors. Consider the following scenario. An elderly woman, Mrs. L., falls asleep in her chair while smoking. Rescue is called and she is admitted to a Level I Trauma Center with smoke inhalation and burns to her lower body. She is awake, in pain, and upright on the stretcher struggling to breathe in a hot room amid a sea of bustling caregivers. The trauma surgeon calls for morphine sulfate, 8 mg IV, as the anesthesiologist arrives and prepares to intubate. Shortly, Mrs. L. slumps forward and the event recorder calls out “what’s happened to your patient?” The emergency department doctor asks “who gave the morphine?” to which both the anesthesiologist and a nurse respond (unbeknownst to each other, both had administered the medication). Mrs. L. is intubated and proceeds from manual to mechanical ventilation with ongoing sedation. Despite the smooth management of the issue, the same flawed, non-checking interactions allowed this error to occur, continue, and go unchecked for some time. These types of weaknesses in the system can continue to operate unnoticed until the moment when actions cannot be reversed or managed. What if the medication were an aminoglycocide, two times the dose? And what if the patient was a child?

An emphasis on teamwork and team training is a hallmark of high reliability organizations such as those in aviation and nuclear power generation industries. The successes in improvement of high reliability organizations such as those in aviation and the nuclear power generation industries has been translated into successful interventions with team training components in medical domains as well beginning with anesthesiology, emergency medicine, and others such as the military healthcare system at large. Essentially, it has been recognized that individual competence in clinical skills is not enough; team coordination, communication, and cooperation skills are essential to effective and safe performance.

The SBT methodology provides unique opportunities to train and assess teamwork skills. As shown in Figure 1, SBT is an approach to training that incorporates five phases: information, demonstration, practice, feedback, and remediation. Teamwork is inherently dynamic as it depends on the interactions of team members. Because SBT provides opportunities for teams to engage in dynamic practice in contextualized task environments that replicate aspects of the “real world” task environment, the social dynamics of teamwork can be effectively trained and evaluated. In the case of Mrs. L., the team behavior of closed-loop communication (ie, ensuring that information conveyed by the sender is understood by the receiver) concerning medication orders would have prevented the error. During SBT, the presence or absence of this team behavior would be observed and corrective feedback given in a postperformance debrief. SBT provides a compromise between the complexity present in the real world (which is simultaneously a necessity to observe teamwork in action and an obstacle to team performance measurement) and the structure and control necessary to provide systematic measurement and training.

**Why Measure Team Performance in SBT?**

Measurement has been identified as the heart of patient safety, meaning that the healthcare system’s ability to improve its processes and create a safer environment, and better patient outcomes must be based upon quality measurement practices. This is particularly true in the context of training where quality measurement practices guide learning and corrective feedback as well as helping to ensure that learners possess the requisite competencies for effective on the job performance. As illustrated in Figure 1, performance measurement plays a central role in SBT.

This article focuses on team performance measurement in SBT as it relates to feedback and remediation as these are two of the most critical uses of team performance measurement in training. To benefit from the practice opportunities embedded in SBT, team members must be guided through their performance processes. That is, they must be provided with feedback that informs them about how they are performing and how to improve their performance. Additionally, practice opportunities in SBT can be viewed as opportunities to detect deficiencies in individual and team competencies. This information can be used to drive the selection of future training to correct these problems.

**What’s so Difficult About Team Performance Measurement in SBT?**

Measuring team performance in complex work environments is difficult in general, and medical teams are no exception. It has been shown recently that many of the performance measures used by Medicare are not sensitive to important clinical outcomes such as mortality rates. Does this mean that performance processes do not affect outcomes, that no matter what the hospital staff does, the mortality rates of their patients are only mildly influenced? This is extremely unlikely; the more reasonable interpretation is that the performance measures used by Medicare are not sensitive to
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the aspects of performance processes that influence patient outcomes. That is, the chosen performance measures do not capture the critical aspects of performance. Clinical outcomes are influenced by many factors, and the performance measures chosen simply do not represent enough of these factors to be useful indicators of quality. This illustrates the danger of using poorly conceived measurement. Deficient measurement begets deficient decisions. Consider the following anecdotal example. The implementation of team training in a large medical center was found to have no impact on operations. This finding was based on measures of the trainee’s reaction to the training (the training was evaluated highly), measures of the trainee’s knowledge acquisition (pre- and postmeasures indicated that trainees learned the training content), and measures of processes and outcomes in the units (which remained unaffected). However, no observations of teamwork on the units were made because of cost. Post hoc interviews revealed that staff members were not applying the training to the work context. So, it was not that the training was ineffective at building skill and knowledge (as evidenced by knowledge measures), or that teamwork does not improve outcomes (as would be the case if the staff applied their training and outcomes remained unaffected); the real issue (and what was not captured by the original measures) is that the staff did not transfer what they learned to on-the-job performance. Measurement in the original study did not capture all of the critical information necessary to make an informed decision of what had occurred.

Baker and Salas detailed several factors that complicate the process of developing effective team performance measures. The complexity of team performance makes meaningful measurement difficult. Team performance involves the dynamic interaction of multiple people, often with heterogeneous knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Consequently, creating a full understanding of team performance requires behavioral, cognitive, and attitudinal measures. The dynamic nature of teamwork means that teams change over time and a single snapshot of performance may not be representative of the team’s actual performance. In addition, it is frequently impossible to remove observers or raters from the team performance measurement process and it is difficult to develop and maintain the reliability of observer ratings.

Given these challenges and the importance of team performance to effective and safe healthcare, great care must be taken in developing and implementing team performance measurement systems in SBT. The following section outlines the critical practices for doing just this.

**Best Practices in Team Performance Measurement in SBT**

Performance measurement can be viewed as an investment in time, effort, and other resources that pays off in terms of decision quality. For the purposes of training, the two most important decisions a measurement system can address are: 1) what meaningful feedback should be given to the team and each individual member, and 2) what further training is required by the team or individual members? This section presents a set of best practices in the development of team performance measurement systems designed to inform these two decisions. These best practices are summarized in Table 1. The goals of this section are to provide heuristics for increasing the quality of decisions made and the action taken based on the results of team performance measures collected in SBT. This will lead to better training outcomes (eg, increased learning) and ultimately better team performance in the clinical setting.

**Best Practice 1: Ground Measures in Theory**

Performance measures should be based on a scientific understanding of team performance. Theory is invaluable to the process of developing quality team performance measures; it is the best guide for answering questions about what to measure. Numerous models and frameworks of team performance and team effectiveness are available. These theories and frameworks help to narrow the field of possible measures and focus on the important aspects of performance that determine team effectiveness. For example, a recently proposed theoretical model describes teamwork in terms of five core dimensions (ie, team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behavior, adaptability, and team orientation) and three coordinating mechanisms (ie, mutual trust, shared mental models, and closed-loop communication). Adopting this model of teamwork as the basis for SBT and a team performance measurement system would mean that measures would be developed to capture each of the five core teamwork dimensions and the three coordinating mechanisms. The common trap in team performance measurement is to measure whatever is easy to measure. This is why the most common measures collected during training are the trainee’s affective responses to training (ie, did they like the training?). Unfortunately, this information does not provide much insight into the actual performance of the team or how to generate feedback for improvement.

**Best Practice 2: Design Measures to Meet Specific Learning Outcomes**

Team performance measurement works best when the goal of measurement is clearly established and considered throughout the development process. For example, a measure developed for the purposes of a high stakes evaluation such as those involved in certifications (eg, medical boards) is not suitable for training purposes. Such an assessment measure is designed to answer the question: does this person meet the minimum standard of performance? Answering this...
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question at best, identifies if there is a problem, but it does not provide guidance as to what exactly the problem is (eg, what knowledge or skill is deficient) or how to correct the problem. Training is designed to develop a certain set of knowledge, skill, and attitude (KSA) competencies in learners (ie, the learning objectives). The measurement goals subserve the learning objectives; that is, the goal of measurement is to provide information upon which decisions about the learning objectives can be made (eg, do learners possess targeted KSAs; if not, what needs to be done to develop them?). The validity of a measure is defined as “the degree to which evidence and theory support the interpretations of test scores entailed by proposed uses of tests.”

Best Practice 3: Capture Competencies

Team performance measures should be rooted in the individual and team competencies being trained. Training is defined as the systematic acquisition of the KSAs necessary for job performance. Therefore, team performance measurement intended to meet this goal should be explicitly tied to the competencies being trained. A general framework of teamwork competencies—the KSAs necessary for effective teamwork—has been proposed and refined over the years. These general listings of teamwork competencies can serve as the starting point for identifying contextualized performance measures that tap into the competencies for a given training program, team, and task environment. It is important to distinguish between individual level taskwork competencies (ie, the KSAs an individual must possess to carry out the parts of their job that do not involve coordination with others such as technical skills) and teamwork competencies (ie, the KSAs necessary for effective coordination and collaboration). These sets of competencies are distinct and should be measured separately.

Because measurement needs to be specific to the competencies being trained and the specific learning objectives, care must be taken in adopting “generic” measurement tools. Remember, measures are validated for specific uses, not in a general sense. When inserting even a “validated” and reliable measure developed for a different purpose without considering whether the measure matches the new context and purpose, the result can easily be reliable measurement of something completely irrelevant to the decisions being made based on the data. However, measures can be transported to new contexts with careful consideration of its appropriateness (ie, is it capturing competencies targeted for training in the present context?).
Best Practice 4: Measure Multiple Levels of Performance

Team performance depends on and is influenced by factors not only occurring at the team level (e.g., communication) but by levels above (e.g., organizational and multiteam system factors such as safety culture) and below (e.g., individual level performance such as individual task performance of team members) as well. A better understanding of team performance can be gained by measuring factors at these multiple levels. Fundamentally, team training with SBT requires measures that can distinguish between individual and team performance. For example, consider the case of a team that does not perform adequately based on one specific outcome (e.g., patient mortality in a resuscitation scenario). Based on this one measure, it is impossible to determine if the problem was with teamwork skills (e.g., the team members did not effectively communicate patient status information) or with individual skills (e.g., one individual did not perform his/her task adequately and the simulated patient died as a result). For example, in the case of Mrs. L, the breakdown was at the team level (i.e., a lack of closed-loop communication). Team performance is built on top of individual performance, that is, individuals competent at their individual tasks are a necessary, but insufficient, condition for high levels of team performance outcomes. The individuals administering morphine to Mrs. L were each competent at the individual level (i.e., each individual correctly administered morphine); however, they were deficient in team level communication behaviors. Capturing performance at multiple levels is necessary for making distinctions between deficiencies in individual and teamwork competencies. Because the ultimate level of team performance outcome is dependent upon both individual and team performances, competencies underlying both of these processes should be targeted for training. Consequently, performance associated with individual performance should be captured to drive individual level feedback (i.e., provide guidance for individual skill development) and team level performance should be captured to drive team level feedback (i.e., provide guidance for the team as a whole).

Best Practice 5: Link Measures to Scenario Events

One of the greatest benefits of SBT is that it affords opportunities for practice and observation of performance in situations that faithfully replicate important features of the real world environment. That is, SBT brings the complexity of the actual task to a safe and error-tolerant training environment. However, this means that the performance in the simulation must be as complex as it is in the real world. This complexity is a challenge for team performance measurement. Event-based training (EBAT) and measurement are generalizable methods for managing this complexity. By developing critical events and inserting them into scenarios, the complexity of performance in SBT is reduced by focusing measurement on predetermined aspects of performance. Critical events are routine or unexpected events that occur during the simulation scenario at a predetermined time. When these events are linked to training objectives, they offer team members the opportunity to perform behaviors associated with the competencies targeted for training. These events enable observers to focus on critical aspects of performance that are known to elicit behaviors that are diagnostic of targeted training competencies.

Although EBAT may be the ideal measurement approach in many senses, it is by no means the only method available to capturing team performance. There is no universally accepted best solution, each method has its strengths and weaknesses. For example, although EBAT provides diagnostic power because of explicit linkages between scenario events, team behaviors, and KSAs being trained and increases reliability by focusing on observable behaviors, it is also the most resource intensive to develop. Although a behaviorally anchored rating scale is easier to develop, it provides less information and is more susceptible to rater bias and drift because it requires raters to summate over time and is not explicitly linked to scenario events. In addition, self-report measures are valid means for measuring important moderators of team performance (e.g., team cohesion, collective orientation) and some dimensions of teamwork or taskwork knowledge, but they are less suited for capturing the dynamic interactions of team members. In this regard, measurement of team processes during a performance episode is necessary. Table 2 provides a summary of the main measurement methods used for capturing team performance and their associated strengths and weaknesses.

Best Practice 6: Focus on Observable Behaviors

There are multiple methods of capturing performance. Frequently, global rating scales are used where observers are asked to give an overall assessment of performance or a set of performance dimensions. These types of ratings are known to be plagued with bias and error; high inter-rater reliability can be achieved for global rating scales, but it requires vigilant training. Additionally, global ratings do not provide the type of in-depth detail necessary for generating corrective feedback; they are at an inappropriate level of granularity. There are similar limitations for data collected through self-report measures of the trainees. Reducing the amount of subjectivity in observations can provide more reliable and valid measures. This can be accomplished by asking observers to identify discrete behaviors and not make judgments about the quality of performance over time or in some general way. By linking the presence or absence of specific teamwork behaviors (e.g., the provision of back-up behavior when needed) to teamwork competencies and learning objectives, diagnostic and corrective feedback can be generated rapidly. For example, an observer is rating the quality of team communication on a 7-point scale (1 being poor and 7 being excellent) and rates with a two. When the team receives this rating they know that their team communication was poor, but they do not know how to fix the problem. If, however, the observer was recording the occurrence of closed-loop communication (i.e., the receipt of a message being acknowledged by a team member)—an observable behavior—and it was found to be deficient, the team would have information about what needs improvement. In practice, it is necessary to define events (i.e., points in time during the scenario) that provide trainees with an opportunity to exhibit performance indicative of the underlying constructs.
Best Practice 7: Incorporate Multiple Measures From Different Sources

Triangulation reduces measurement error and provides a more robust picture of team performance. This involves using multiple methods, data sources, and observers for understanding complex phenomenon. If only a single method of measurement is relied upon, that resulting data may be contaminated with variance associated solely with the method and the team’s performance. Additionally, team performance is multifaceted, and requires a multifaceted measurement approach; however, a strategy must be in place to make sense of all of this data. To provide timely feedback, there must be a plan for integrating data collected via multiple measures and sources. For example, there must be a procedure in place for integrating ratings from observers and data collected automatically by the simulation to present a clear picture of the team’s performance to the trainer who subsequently makes decisions about feedback and remediation. This can be facilitated with the use of computerized rating forms (eg, on PDAs or tablets) whose data can be quickly synthesized with other formats.

Best Practice 8: Capture Performance Processes in Addition to Outcomes

An outcome measure is a composite measure in the sense that it is the result of many performance processes. For example, the state of the simulated patient after the scenario ends is a function of how the team members performed their individual tasks as well as how they communicated and coordinated their actions. A process measure focuses on how the task was accomplished. Performance outcomes can be useful, but they are limited. Any one outcome can be reached by numerous processes. Therefore, it is impossible to tell how a team reached an outcome by considering the outcome alone. This is problematic for training purposes, as the process of performance is what is being trained. Information about team processes (eg, communication, coordination) is necessary to generate corrective feedback. In practice, this can be accomplished by clearly defining the critical events in the scenario and capturing the behavior responses (eg, communication and coordination) of the team. Feedback on this issue can be facilitated with the use of the review of video and audio recordings at the critical events where good or poor performance occurred.

Best Practice 9: Create Diagnostic Power

Performance diagnosis is the process of determining the causes of effective and ineffective performance. Information about the causes of performance is critical for training purposes. Once the deficiencies causing poor performance have been identified, they can be corrected. Diagnostic measures can serve as a foundation for providing corrective feedback as well as making decisions about what training is required to correct the deficiencies. The diagnostic capability of a measurement system is developed by creating rich, detailed, and informative performance profiles. For this to be effective, there must exist an explicit linkage between each measure and the underlying KSAs. A team’s set of scores on a battery of measures (eg, behavioral responses to critical events, observer ratings of team process) should be interpreted relative to levels of KSAs.

Best Practice 10: Train Observers and Structure Observation Protocols

Observers are presently a necessity when evaluating the complexities of teamwork. When using observers to rate performance, inter-rater reliability (ie, do different raters produce the same performance measurement scores for a given performance episode?) is always an issue. Over-time, the ratings of observers will drift apart. It is imperative to establish a program for building and maintaining observers’ rating performance. This involves developing a training and evaluation program and being vigilant in its application. For example, each observer should go through a brief training including descriptions of the performance dimensions being rated, examples of a range of
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**Table 2. Summary of Main Methods of Team Performance Measurement Used in SBT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event-based measurement&lt;sup&gt;66–58&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A general method that generates behavioral checklists that are linked to scenario events and KSAs being trained</td>
<td>Maintains explicit connections between measurement opportunities (ie, scenario events), acceptable behaviors, and KSAs being trained</td>
<td>Development of measures can be time consuming relative to other approaches. Measurement tools must be developed for each scenario.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral observation</td>
<td>Provides brief descriptions of behaviors as anchors associated with each particular rating.</td>
<td>Amenable to modification. Facilitates accurate ratings by providing concrete examples of behaviors.</td>
<td>Requires raters to estimate frequencies and consequently ratings may be influenced by recency and primacy effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-report measures&lt;sup&gt;64–66&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Questionnaires administered to each team member individually.</td>
<td>Well suited to capture affective factors that influence team performance (eg, collective efficacy, trust, collective orientation, psychological safety).</td>
<td>Does not capture dynamic performance, translating individual scores to team level scores can be problematic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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performance (eg, video clips from past scenarios or staged), and an evaluation where they rate sample video clips and are compared with a standard. Observers not meeting the standard should be given feedback on how to adjust their rating. Additionally, structured observation protocols can help with the reliability of observer data as well as consistency of feedback given to trainees. This includes tools that focus the observer’s attention on critical aspects of performance. This can be achieved by creating tightly scripted and structured training scenarios and tying measurement opportunities to a priori defined events. This enables observers to focus their attention and increase the reliability of their measurements.

**Best Practice 11: Facilitate Posttraining Debriefs and Training Remediation**

As should be clear by this point, team performance measurement for training purposes should provide a basis for generating feedback as well as making decisions about what additional training a team or its individual members needs. Therefore, team performance measurement works best when it allows for the timely generation of postperformance review aids to increase the effectiveness of feedback. To this end, team performance measures need to provide accurate and timely insight in the teamwork competencies underlying the processes of team performance. Different types of performance measures have different “informational yields.” Meeting the goals of training teams with SBT requires measures with high informational yield—measures that can support decision making about feedback and remediation.

**DISCUSSION**

The best practices offered in this article are methods for improving the quality of team performance measurement. A central issue of quality in any measure is its reliability. If a measure is not reliable, other properties of the measure cannot be assessed. Because of the heavy reliance on observers in team performance measurement, the issue of inter-rater reliability is paramount. The best practice of “training observers and structuring observation protocols” directly addresses this issue by reducing the amount of variance in team performance measurement scores attributable to the observer. The best practices of “focusing on observable behaviors” limit the requirements for making judgments of quality or summarizing over time, known sources of error variance. Additionally, by “linking measures to scenario events,” observers’ attention can be focused on critical aspects of performance, which reduces their overall attentional demands and increases reliability. Other issues of quality of measurement are concerned with the types of decisions that can be made based on the measurements taken. Many of the remaining best practices (ie, ground measures in theory, design measures to meet specific learning outcomes, capture competencies, measure multiple levels of performance, capture performance process in addition to outcomes, create diagnostic power) involve establishing clear connections between the data produced and questions of interest (ie, to what degree do the trainees possess the targeted KSAs?). The remaining best practices of “facilitating posttraining debriefs and training remediation” involve leveraging the information generated through performance measurement into increased learning outcomes.

These best practices are based upon work in many diverse application domains. Organizations in military and aviation industries tend to employ SBT in a centralized manner, with dedicated simulation centers and the adoption of standardized training practices. Simulation in healthcare differs in this respect with simulation use trending toward distribution throughout the system as opposed to a centralized center. This poses several challenges (eg, access to specialized resources and personnel, the possibility of many people duplicating efforts, etc.); however, it does not change the need to develop quality team performance measurement. In fact, this distribution in healthcare simulation emphasizes the importance of communicating best practices and lessons learned through vehicles such as this article.

**Concluding Remarks**

The best practices presented in this article offer scientifically grounded guidance for developing team performance measures for the purposes of team training in SBT. Team performance measures are critical to the success of SBT as feedback, remediation, and in the end, learning depends on the effectiveness of the measurement system developed. Systematic application of the SBT methodology—including team performance measurement—to training teamwork skills is a proven method for increasing safety in complex and dynamic environments. The ultimate effectiveness of the adoption of this approach to healthcare can be increased by following the best practices offered in this article.
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